We propose several localized sensor area coverage protocols for heterogeneous sensors, each with arbitrary sensing and transmission radii. The approach has a very small communication overhead since prior knowledge about neighbor existence is not required. Each node selects a random time out and listens to messages sent by other nodes before the time out expires. Sensor nodes whose sensing area is not fully covered (or fully covered but with a disconnected set of active sensors) when the deadline expires decide to remain active for the considered round and transmit an activity message announcing it. There are four variants in our approach, depending on whether or not withdrawal and retreat messages are transmitted. Covered nodes decide to sleep, with or without transmitting a withdrawal message to inform neighbors about the status. After hearing from more neighbors, active sensors may observe that they became covered and may decide to alter their original decision and transmit a retreat message. Our simulations show a largely reduced message overhead while preserving coverage quality for the ideal MAC/physical layer. Compared to an existing method (based on hello messages followed by retreat ones and where excessive message loss contributed to excessive coverage holes), our approach has shown robustness in a model with collisions and/or a realistic physical layer.
in a given round being the best existing localized solution [18] , [12] , while reducing significantly the number of messages for making a decision at each node. Our protocols should have comparable area coverage and connectivity preservation along with increasing reliability of the network and a decreasing message cost. More messages lead to more collisions and, consequently, more retransmissions. Second, when collision considerations at medium access or realistic physical layers are added, each message has a certain probability to be received, thus requiring several retransmissions (possibly even acknowledgments). Thus, the actual communication overhead increases more than linearly with respect to node density if the goal is to assure that decisions by neighbors are received. Further, missed messages may cause coverage holes and/or an unnecessary activity status. The goal of our protocols is winning performance simultaneously in all measures: coverage preservation, message overhead, and activity ratio.
After introducing (in Section 2) the notations that will be used in this article, we will describe, in Section 3, the existing localized area coverage algorithms, the coverage evaluation mechanisms, and the details about connectivity preservation. Our protocol will be precisely described in Section 4, and its performance will be compared to its closest competitor, the algorithm TGJD by Tian and Georganas [18] , as modified by Jiang and Dou [12] and extended here for fair comparison, in Section 5.
A preliminary conference version of this article appeared in [7] .
ASSUMPTIONS
We assume nodes to be randomly and densely deployed to create a large-scale wireless sensor network. We consider only sensor networks with static sensors. Most existing algorithms assume that sensor nodes know their respective positions. The same assumption will be made in this paper. Not only the hardware needed to receive signals from satellites, for the purpose of position determination, has become very small (for example hardware of size 7 mm Â 7 mm Â 2 mm exists), but the sensor positioning problem has been largely addressed in the literature as well (see [1] ). In several solutions, few anchor nodes, including sinks, are sufficient to spread the location information over the whole network. Sensors are distinguished by their position and otherwise have no identities.
We assume that devices are time synchronized so that activity decisions can occur in rounds. Synchronization can be achieved by applying some network protocols (see [15] for a survey) or by sending a training signal from the base station or another entity (for example, helicopter) that reaches all sensors. Note that the popular ZigBee (IEEE 802.15.4) medium access protocol, which is now becoming the de facto industry standard, does assume all sensors to be time synchronized. Our time synchronization assumption is therefore justified by the latest sensor developments.
Each sensor has its own sensing radius SR and its own communication radius CR so that SR CR, in accordance with the characteristics of existing sensors in applications. The sensor network is therefore heterogeneous. The connectivity and coverage criteria are defined with respect to such modeling, with sharp transition from guaranteed sensing or communication inside the circle of the corresponding radius SR or CR to the inability to do so outside these circles. The communication graphs may be asymmetric (a graph can be restricted to symmetric links if acknowledgments are part of the protocols). The modeling can however be modified. For instance, in our experiments, we considered also message collisions and the realistic physical lognormal shadowing model for communication. We address the area coverage problem in sensor networks with the requirement of maintaining both connectivity and full area coverage. The connectivity of active sensors is needed to enable reporting the acquired information to sinks.
Although our protocols work for heterogeneous sensor networks, we frequently, in our analysis and simulation, refer to the important special case of homogeneous sensor networks, where all sensors have an equal sensing range SR, and also, all sensors have an equal transmission range CR. This special case is called the unit disk graph (UDG) model (for sensing or communication). We then analyze further the criteria and performance for homogeneous sensor networks for an arbitrary CR SR ! 1 ratio. In particular, the connectivity follows from area coverage whenever 2SR CR.
The (communication) degree of a node is the number of neighbors it has within its transmission range. The average value of it (here, it is increased by one to account for the node itself) is referred to as the network density. Similarly, the sensing degree of a node is the average number of neighboring sensors whose sensing areas overlap with its own sensing area.
For simplicity, the discussion in this paper normally assumes homogeneous sensor networks. However, equivalent statements can be made also for heterogeneous networks.
A sensor is aware of the partial coverage of its sensing area by another sensor only if they are communication neighbors (at distance CR). For example, in case CR < 2SR, it is possible that the sensing area of two nodes overlap, but they are not aware of that when the distance between them is < 2SR but > CR.
Existing protocols normally assume that the communicating range is at least twice the sensing range (for example, [22] ), and therefore, the connectivity is ensured for sensors with partially overlapping sensing areas. If CR < 2SR, then a simple connectivity test is added in the coverage evaluation process. The knowledge of the positions and transmission ranges of neighbors is sufficient to learn their connectivity graph, and Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm can be applied to test their connectivity.
In summary, we have two relevant ratios, which are 1 CR SR < 2 and CR SR ! 2. They only differ in that the connectivity criterion is mandatory in the former case but not in the latter. Heterogeneity may introduce a variety of new cases, and then, it may be simpler to always run this test to guarantee that the active node set is connected.
RELATED WORK
A comprehensive literature review of existing solutions for the sensor area coverage problem, including centralized, distributed, and localized solutions, is described in [16] . Here, we describe several of the algorithms that are closest in their assumptions, especially on a localized approach. For instance, some interesting results such as those provided in [3] are not detailed here, as a global knowledge is required from each node in order to ensure the Voronoi neighbor computation. Concerning localized algorithms, several asynchronous solutions have already been proposed in [21] , [4] , and [9] . A more complete description of these protocols can be read in [7] .
Hexagonal and Square Grid Coverage
Zhang and Hou [22] described an efficient algorithm for selecting covering sensors in a time-synchronized network. Sensors periodically make new decisions about their active or sleeping status. In each round, a single sensor starts the decision process, which then propagates to the whole network. New sensors are selected so that the priority is given to sensors located near the optimal hexagonal area coverage, obtained when the area is ideally divided into equal regular hexagons. The coverage is indeed quite good, given the distributed nature of the decisions. However, the need for a single sensor to start the process may cause problems in applying it, including increased latency. If several sensors start the process then the decisions at meeting points would be suboptimal. Another problem is that the original sensing area coverage may not be preserved (as shown by experimental results). In this article, we consider only protocols that preserve the full coverage of the originally covered area.
The algorithm presented in [20] divides the area into small grids and then covers each grid with a sensor. Each sensor that can cover a grid maintains a list of other sensors that can also cover it, in a priority order. All sensors covering the same grid can communicate with each other. When the sensor density is significant, sensors need a lot of memory and processing time to maintain priority lists, plus the communication overhead for making covering decisions in a cooperative manner is nontrivial.
Coordinated Area Coverage
Hsin and Liu [10] investigated random and coordinated area coverage algorithms. Each sensor covers a circle of radius R. In their coordinated coverage scheme, a sensor may decide to sleep after receiving permission from sponsoring neighbors, for the time such permission is given. A node that sponsors another node must be active. The decisions are not synchronized, since each sensor can negotiate with its sponsors independently, and the scheme allows for several variants with (sophisticated) protocol details. The authors suggest that nodes collect information about residual energy from neighboring sensors. Sensors with low residual energy are more likely to enter the sleep state than sensors with high residual energy. Each sensor maintains its own delay counter, which is used for role alteration. Coordinated schemes performed better in their experiments. Although the coordinated scheme of Hsin and Liu [10] has some desirable properties, such as localized behavior, it may select too many sponsor nodes to be active, since there is no coordination between nodes for the selection of as many as possible common sponsor nodes.
Sheu et al. [17] propose the following protocol. First, each sensor A sends or routes its priority to all sensing neighbors. Then, it considers the perimeter of its sensing circle and portions of perimeters of sensing neighbors with higher priority that are inside its own sensing circle. If all these perimeters are fully covered by other sensing neighbors with higher priorities, then A may sleep. To decide about some neighboring active sensors, each of the considered perimeters is subdivided into segments, based on the intersections with other considered circles. For each such segment, the sensor with the highest priority, among nodes covering this segment, is active. Note that some neighboring active sensors may not be discovered. However, those discovered suffice to construct a connected query tree for reporting from A to the sink. This elegant localized protocol requires one message per node for CR > 2SR, but for other ratios CR=SR, the routing overhead and complexity (for example, if greedy routing fails) may become excessive.
Carle et al. [2] proposed a localized scheme based on a relay selection phase. Every node selects a set of relays among its one-hop neighbors. The relays cover an area as large as the area covered by the whole neighborhood. Then, an activity decision is made based on a unique key. Any node that has the smallest priority in its neighborhood or that has been selected as a relay by its neighbor with the smallest priority will decide to remain active. This decision allows connectivity to be preserved along with full area coverage. However, the algorithm involves sending hello messages to learn one-hop neighbors and sending messages informing neighbors about relays (the latter messages are even of extended size), which is a considerably higher communication overhead than that of the methods studied and proposed in this article.
Low-Communication-Overhead Schemes
Tian and Georganas [18] proposed a solution for sensor area coverage in synchronous homogeneous networks where the sensing range is equal to the transmission range. It requires that every node knows the positions of all its neighbors before making its monitoring decision. At the beginning of each round, each node selects a time-out interval. At the end of the interval, if a node sees that neighbors (that have not yet sent a retreat message) together cover its monitoring area, the node transmits a retreat message to all its neighbors and moves into the sleep mode. Otherwise, the node remains active but does not transmit any message. The process repeats periodically to allow for changes in the monitoring status. There are several problems in this protocol. Neighboring active sensors may fail without notice, and neighboring sensors may not activate, believing that the sensor is alive and monitoring. This problem can be resolved if neighboring information is exchanged at the beginning of each round [12] . The other problem is that covering sensors may not be connected; thus, reporting to a monitoring station may not succeed. The authors also discuss the case of different sensing radii at each sensor. Jiang and Dou [12] describe several improvements to the algorithm in [18] . They assume that CR ! 2SR and apply the criterion that a circle C is covered completely if the perimeters of the other circles covering it (only portions that are inside C) are fully covered by other covering circles. Nodes apply a random backoff before making decisions. In the algorithm presented in [12] , at the beginning of each round, each node sends a hello message to inform about its position. The algorithm in [18] is then applied (which relies on node retreat messages).
This algorithm is the closest competitor to our new protocols. For fairness, we modify it in several ways. First, the perimeter coverage criterion was replaced here by a computationally more efficient criterion about covering intersection points of two circles inside a given circle, described here in Section 3.4. This does not change any activity decision. Next, we consider the protocol for general ratio CR=SR by adding a similar connectivity criterion when CR < 2SR. The experimental data in [12] show that this algorithm outperforms PEAS [21] with respect to the number of nodes needed in the coverage while completely preserving the sensing coverage of the original network. This modified protocol will be referred to as the TGJD protocol.
Coverage Evaluation
In the rest of the article, we will assume that each node is able to evaluate the coverage provided by its communication neighbors. Several mechanisms have already been used in protocols such as TGJD. Each node can decide to enter the passive mode if its sensing area is fully covered by the set of neighbors. Let us now discuss how to decide whether or not the monitoring area of a sensor is fully covered.
Different evaluation schemes have already been proposed in literature. The perimeter-based scheme used in [18] cannot be applied for heterogeneous networks and/or when CR > SR. We decided to apply a well-known geometric theorem, which is generally applicable. Moreover, it is applicable to any shape of monitored region by a sensor, which was used by us to deal with border issues.
The covering criterion has been already applied in [12] , [22] , and [19] . It efficiently confirms whether or not a sensing region is fully covered by other sensing regions. It is applied on the borders of the sensing areas of each sensor. In our case, these borders are normally circles, and we will express the theorem first in circle terminology. This criterion, expressed in the following theorem, is fast to compute and works for any CR=SR ratio and for heterogeneous networks. In other words, a disk d is fully covered by other disks if and only if every intersection point of two disks d1 and d2 inside d is covered by another disk d3. In addition, the intersection points of any other disk d1 with d must also be fully covered (be inside) a third circle d2. Note that circles are not required to have the same radii. Note that a complete proof was given in [7] . This theorem was also used in the protocol given in [19] .
This criterion can be modified to avoid the problem of border node effects. As elaborated in [18] and [2] , the nodes located near the borders of the monitored area may be active in each round since they are the only ones able to monitor certain parts of their own sensing coverage, which could be outside the area to be monitored. We therefore intersect the original joint sensing coverage and the monitored area. The monitored area is a geometrical figure such as a rectangle, inside which sensors are deployed. To remedy the problem, we assume that nodes are aware of the field they have to monitor and can adjust the covering criterion in order to consider the portions of sensing regions located inside the deployment area only (see also [22] ). Nodes simply find the intersections of sensing and monitoring areas and revise their sensing areas (see [7] for an illustration).
NEW PROTOCOLS
Our approach is fully localized and can be applied in networks composed of time-synchronized devices knowing their positions. The main goal of our protocols is to have a very low communication overhead with a low number of active nodes in each round, thus increasing the network lifetime. Indeed, no neighbor discovery phase is needed here. Neighbor knowledge is brought by activity messages. Nodes wait and listen to activity messages to see, once their time outs end, if they will eventually be required for local full area coverage. We also consider adding retreat messages by nodes that first announced their activity status but later on noticed that they are not really needed after some new neighbors were discovered. This method permits us to reduce the number of active nodes with a small number of added messages.
Delaying Decision
Our protocols are based on a time-out scheme. When a round starts, every node selects a time out and evaluates its coverage once its time out expires. While waiting for time out to expire, nodes receive decisions made by neighbors with shorter time outs. Note that the later a node decides, the higher the probability for it to become fully covered.
The positions and decisions of these neighbors are memorized and used at the end of the time out to evaluate the coverage in order to make an appropriate decision. In dense networks, this may result in accumulating a number of decisions. To address this issue, nodes may evaluate the coverage upon receiving a certain number of messages. In case of not covering the area fully, the evaluation can be repeated after receiving few more messages. In this way, the decision to go to the sleep mode may be made before the time out expires and simply wait for the time to announce it, without the need to memorize the remaining received messages.
The time-out duration can be determined at the beginning of a round and possibly revised by reacting to messages received by neighbors in various ways. We describe here three specific ways (denoted as RT , ERT , and AAT , respectively, standing for Random T ime out, Extendable Random T ime out, and Activity-Aware T ime out), which will be compared and evaluated in our experiments (Section 5.1).
The simplest way for deciding the time-out duration is to select a random number in a fixed interval [0, T OW], where T OW is the integer number of slots denoting the maximum possible duration for any node (assumed to be fixed and the same for all nodes). This method will be referred to as the RT method.
It is anticipated that the need to be active will decrease after receiving activity decisions from sensing neighbors. Such messages can be incorporated into a time-out function to modify it "on the fly" in various ways. One way is to observe the amount of sensing area overlap. Since exact calculation is time consuming for an actual implementation, we considered a simplified version where the node chooses a number of random points inside its own sensing area. It then evaluates if any of its already known neighbors is able to sense it. Nodes initially select random time outs in [0, M]. After each received activity message from its sensing neighbors, a node calculates the ratio R (thus, R is in [0, 1]) of the random points that becomes covered by them. The time-out duration is then modified to M þ RðT OW À MÞ. Thus, the time out is extended after each received message. This method is referred to as method ERT . We used M ¼ T OW 2 in our experiments, which appeared best after trying several options.
Our third method ðAAT Þ is motivated by the expected energy balance of previously active nodes when the new round starts. In the first round, nodes select random time outs in [0, T OW], as in method RT . Nodes active in the previous round should attempt to avoid repeating this by selecting longer time-out durations. A node u that has been active during a > 0 consecutive rounds will pick up its time out within the last 1 aþ1 portion of the time-out window. The node selects Random within [0, 1] and then, as time duration, selects the rounded value of
In a symmetric manner, the longer nodes are passive, the shorter their time outs should be in order to incite them to get active. Then, a node u that has been passive during p consecutive rounds will pick up its time out within the first 1 pþ1 portion of the time-out window. In this case, u will compute its time out as follows:
The AAT method is illustrated in Fig. 1 . We used several approaches for the activity counter evolution. Basically, when a node changes its status, it can reset every counter or not. We opted for a variant with an overall counter, which is incremented when the node is active and decremented when the node decides to be passive. Therefore, in our implementation, we actually had one variable, whose absolute value was used as a value for a or p, according to its sign.
Decision Announcement
After verifying the coverage condition, each node decides whether or not to send a message. We propose four new protocols, which may use three types of messages. In all four proposed variants, at the end of the time out, if a node decides to be active, it sends an activity acknowledgment so that neighboring nodes with higher time-out values can consider it for their coverage evaluation. We consider variants with or without sending withdrawal messages. Both activity and withdrawal messages bring the same information on coverage. That is, withdrawal messages inform nodes that the area they normally cover is already covered by other sensors and may be eliminated from their coverage areas.
We found out that there was significant redundancy among the set of active nodes, since decisions are made only once during a round. We therefore introduce the capability for a node to change its decision. This must be announced by a message. Such message will be called a retreat message. We propose the following four new protocols:
-Activity only ðAOÞ. Only nodes that decide to be active send a (exactly one) message. -Activity and withdrawal ðAW Þ. Every node sends exactly one message, which corresponds to its decision, an activity acknowledgment for an active status or a withdrawal before entering a sleep mode. consider (for the purpose of retreating) withdrawal messages from neighbors with originally longer time outs since these neighbors may have decided to be passive thanks to u itself. Each message contains the position of a given node and its decision, to be active or to sleep. Thus, the decision requires only 1 bit in the message (except in the AO variant when no bit is needed). If a node sends a retreat message, 1 bit still suffices, since the message can be simply sent the same way as a withdrawal announcement, and neighboring nodes will alter the status of the neighbor that sent another message from the same position. For simplicity, we assumed initially that messages are transmitted after randomly applied delay durations without simultaneous message transmissions and message collisions. In reality, time-synchronized sensors apply the ZigBee protocol, where although they are all awake with communication devices, they apply an IEEE 802.11-like medium access protocol, with delays taken as random integers to decide how many slots without sensed transmissions in the neighborhood are to wait before its own transmission. This can obviously lead to collisions and delays in announcing decisions. Note that these delays grow more than linearly with the number of messages attempted for transmission. This is yet another reason to make activity decisions with a low communication overhead.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We have simulated only homogeneous sensor networks. Experimental results were obtained from randomly generated connected networks with a discrete-event simulator. Nodes are deployed over a 50 Â 50 rectangle area. The communication range ðCRÞ is fixed at 10, whereas the sensing radius ðSRÞ varies to observe the compared algorithms under two conditions: SR CR < 2SR ðSR ¼ 10Þ and 2SR CR ðSR ¼ 4Þ. Simulations were launched over densities varying from 40 to 90, with a step of 10. At density 40, the simulated networks are composed of 380 nodes, whereas there are roughly 860 nodes at density 90. For each density, the number of performed iterations is adjusted so that 95 percent of the results are in a sufficiently tight confidence interval. Each iteration consists of rounds. Nodes compute time-outs at the beginning of each round. Then, a round starts, and every node decides about its activity status as per the corresponding protocol. Comparison was made with the protocol called TGJD, which is our modification of the protocols proposed in [18] and [12] . We modified the protocol to provide fair comparison with our new protocols AO, AW , AR, and AW R, making all protocols the same (regarding connectivity and coverage evaluations) except for the main difference in the messages being sent. We measure the percentage of active nodes, average number of messages per node, and percentage of preserved coverage of the original area. We also measure the network lifetime defined as the number of rounds during which every node has still some power left.
The Impact of Time-Out Duration
We first study the impact of the time-out function on protocol efficiency. We define the network lifetime as the number of rounds during which every node has still some power left. In order to test the impact of particular time-out functions, we used our variant AO as a reference protocol and run for options RT , ERT , and AAT described earlier.
We used a simplistic energy consumption model, solely based on the nodes' activity. Each sensor initially has an energy of 100 battery points and remains silent and passive after reaching zero point. An active node looses one battery point, whereas passive sensors remain with an unchanged energy level. Activity rounds are simulated, and the remaining battery power of the active sensors is decremented after each round.
In order to really observe the impact of the time-out function, we had to modify our network conception. Indeed, when keeping the model of sensor nodes deployed over a square area, even with an area-aware coverage evaluation scheme, nodes located near the borders are more prone to be active. We therefore considered that every node located at a distance of at most SR from one of the borders would have an infinite energy and would be the first to announce their activity (see Fig. 2 ).
This allows us to focus on nodes located in the real interior of the sensor network (see the black nodes inside the white centered square in Fig. 2 ; for the sake of clarity, their sensing areas are not drawn). The network lifetime then equals the lifetime of the set constituted by these sensors, which is more pertinent than observing the whole set of nodes.
The comparison between our three methods is given in Fig. 3 . Surprisingly, the time-out function has a much lower impact on the proportion of active nodes than anticipated. We even observe that random time outs, possibly extended upon message receptions (that is, ERT method), lead to the lowest network lifetime extensions. Actually, this method reduces the number of active nodes by allowing those that are nearly covered to extend their time outs, expecting for new neighbors to show up (see Table 1 ). Nevertheless, the energy consumption is not well balanced over the set of nodes, as the network lifetimes are lower than those with the RT function. This is the reason why we considered an activity-aware time-out function whose main benefit is the load balancing it induces. Table 1 shows that as many active nodes as with RT are required, whereas the network lifetime is extended by roughly 25 percent (see Fig. 3 ). Results could be applied easily to any other protocol. In the rest of simulations, time-out duration RT was applied to all protocols for fairness and simplicity.
Message Overhead
We now discuss the communication overhead induced by each proposed solution. The neighbor discovery phase used in TGJD [18] , [12] induces one message per node. Then, activity messages need to be compared. Fig. 4 shows the average total number of messages used by a node during one round when 2SR CR. Protocol names are given in Section 5.4. These results are in accordance with the number of active nodes. We can observe that an excessive number of messages are needed by protocol TGJD since it relies on a retreating phase. The more the nodes that decide to sleep, the more messages are sent. Intuitively, the higher the density, the more the passive nodes are, since the number of required active sensors does not vary much. Therefore, we observe the increase of messages sent by TGJD along with the density (up to 1.8 at density 70, whereas AO is at 0.3). Note that our approaches have a very low communication overhead; the higher the density, the lower the number of messages per node, thanks to both the absence of neighbor discovery and the nonsystematic transmissions of withdrawal and retreat messages.
We have also simulated a MAC layer where collisions are modeled. We have added a contention window of size CW and a time out for each node before it can send any message. Any node randomly picks up an integer value between zero and CW . A node can neither receive two messages correctly nor receive a message while transmitting during the same time slot. We selected a contention window whose size is equal to the network density, which allows us to have a reasonable amount of potential collisions. This simple model of a more realistic MAC layer allows us to measure the impact of collisions and message failures on the studied protocols.
Collisions were considered on both neighbor discovery and retreat messages of the TGJD protocol. Table 2 shows the impact of using a contention window with the TGJD protocol. The expected degree of a node is the number of received hello messages if collisions were not considered. The real degree of a node is the average number of neighbors a node has really discovered (collisions occurred). During the retreating phase, we have counted the number of retreat messages sent to a given node (sent retreats) and the number of retreat messages this node has effectively received (received retreats). The loss of messages is in accordance with the size of the contention window we have used.
For instance, at density 40, less than half of the sent hello messages are received. We have counted every sent message so that the nodes that have not been discovered during the hello phase can send a retreat message. This message will not be considered by the receiving node (for the activity decision), but it increases the probability of collision within the communication zone. Since nodes have more chances to turn off with increased density, the number of transmitted retreat messages increases (from 5.7 at density 40 to 30.3 at density 80). Furthermore, the proportion of received retreat messages decreases, and it has a negative impact on the performance of the TGJD protocol. Therefore, we conclude that an approach with fewer messages should be preferred in environments with considerable loss of messages.
Area Coverage
We have measured how much coverage the considered algorithms were able to provide with respect to the deployment area. Due to the relatively high densities considered, sensors are able to cover fully (100 percent) the deployment area. The results presented here refer to this coverage, which allows border sensors to periodically sleep. We therefore leveraged the impact of border regions and obtained results that we believe reflect better the internal dynamics of the network. The percentage of coverage is computed at the end of every round. The computation is done by considering grid reference points, which are spread at a distance of 1/10 of the sensing range. The reported percentages refer to the percentage of these grid points being covered. When every sent message is received (in the case of the ideal MAC layer), all considered schemes are efficient since the deployment area remains fully covered.
We then evaluated the impact of message losses on studied protocols. Fig. 5 shows the area coverage versus the network density. When SR ¼ CR and the TGJD protocol respectively provides 92.8 percent, 58.1 percent, and as low as 30.4 percent of area coverage at densities 40, 60, and 80, all our variants maintain full coverage.
AO and AW protocols preserve full coverage and support to the monitoring application since they rely on correct information. The worst case is that no message is ever received, leading to empty neighbor tables. This would impose every node to be active. In TGJD, if no retreat message is ever received, tables remain as they were constructed during neighbor discovery, whereas some nodes might have decided to retreat. This is why TGJD suffers so much from the introduction of message loss in the communication model.
Despite the use of retreat messages, our variants AR and AW R can preserve full coverage. Indeed, the number of retreat messages is very low compared to those required by TGJD (when eight nodes out of 10 decide to be passive, as many nodes have to send a retreat message). In our protocol, retreat messages can be considered as update messages whose potential loss has far less impact than in protocol TGJD.
These results demonstrate the robustness of our variants compared to protocol TGJD when the loss of messages is considered. Indeed, in protocol TGJD, if a retreat message is not correctly received, it means that some nodes may decide to sleep while leaving some uncovered areas. Therefore, every protocol using hello and retreat messages is expected to be unable to provide full coverage. Instead of being beneficial, their application appears wasted and counterproductive.
Active Nodes
It is important to have as few active nodes as possible while not inducing much communication overhead. Fig. 6 shows the average percentage of active nodes induced by TGJD and our four variants when the ideal MAC layer is used.
For 2SR CR, we can observe in Fig. 6a that at density 60, TGJD has 20.1 percent of active nodes, followed by AW R and AR with 21.7 percent and AO and AW with 34.3 percent. Note that withdrawal messages do not decrease the number of active nodes. In fact, when 2SR CR, neighbors with partial sensing area overlap are communication neighbors, and their activity messages are received. This means that withdrawal messages are then wasted. However, they help to reduce the percentage of active nodes when CR < 2SR. For instance, once SR ¼ CR (see Fig. 6b ), we can notice that at density 50, TGJD has 10 percent of active nodes, followed by AW R with 10.6 percent, AR with 12.9 percent, AW with 15.5 percent, and AO with 19.2 percent.
Notably, retreat messages show more benefits than withdrawal acknowledgments. Also, two of our protocols are very competitive with TGJD whose low number of active nodes is due to the full neighborhood knowledge used to make decisions. Nevertheless, excessive messaging is induced to gain such knowledge as we have already shown in Section 5.2. Note that the percentages of active nodes decrease as density increases. Intuitively, fewer active nodes are needed when SR is increased. When collisions are simulated, the number of active nodes is significantly modified. Fig. 7 shows the measured percentage of active nodes. As previously explained, the coverage provided by the TGJD protocol suffers considerably from the loss of messages. Too many nodes decide to sleep since retreat notifications are not correctly received. This leads to only 3.2 percent of active nodes when the density is 60 and SR ¼ CR (see Fig. 7b ). Our variants behave differently. Indeed, as activity notification messages get lost, more nodes decide to be active, believing that they are needed for coverage. When 2SR CR ( Fig. 7a ) and when the density is equal to 60, this leads to nearly 73.2 percent of active nodes for AO, whereas it generated less than the half (34.5 percent) under ideal conditions. This can also be observed on AW . AR and AW R help this increased redundancy to be reduced thanks to the retreat process. When SR ¼ CR, they respectively generate 9.8 percent and 12 percent active nodes at density 70 when messages collide, which is a small increase compared to the results observed under ideal conditions (respectively, 9.6 percent and 7.6 percent for AR and AW R). This shows that these variants produce small excess of active nodes rather than large coverage holes as in the case of protocol TGJD.
Connectivity Preservation
Our protocols aim at preserving the connectivity of the set of active nodes by enhancing the decision rule. Any node can decide to be passive provided that its sensing area is fully covered by a connected set of neighbors. Otherwise, it should remain active in order to still guarantee the multihop communication among its disconnected neighbors. We have observed as to what extent the studied protocols were able to preserve connectivity. We computed the percentage of connected active node topologies.
If we consider ideal conditions where no message is ever lost, TGJD and our four variants perfectly preserve the connectivity of the set of active nodes. Indeed, as soon as a node has a disconnected set of neighbors, it decides to remain active.
We have looked at how well the connectivity was preserved if messages could collide and thus prevent nodes from gathering all the information concerning their neighborhood. As already observed for area coverage, connectivity likewise suffers from the retreat process of TGJD. Indeed, a node u may decide to retreat thanks to a connected subset of covering neighbors, but this set may actually contain nodes that have already decided to retreat. Nevertheless, corresponding retreat messages were not received due to some collisions. Our experiments indicate that protocol TGJD never builds a connected active node set when collisions are modeled (see Table 3 ).
Our variants AO and AW do not suffer from message losses since they still preserve the connectivity of the active node sets. This is due to the reduced information that activity decisions rely on. Lost messages only increase the number of active nodes, and every topology remains connected. Table 3 shows that these two variants always build connected active node sets.
However, when we simulated retreat-based variants (AR and AW R), we suffer from the same problems as protocol TGJD. Retreat messages might get lost, thus leading to wrong information and wrong decisions. This is why AR and AW R fail to maintain all topologies connected when messages could collide. Still, as the retreat process is simply an update here, used by few nodes, protocols AR and AW R still preserve connectivity in nearly 90 percent of connected topologies (see Table 3 ), compared to none for protocol TGJD.
Impact of a Realistic Physical Layer
All results have been obtained from simulated graphs, each being denoted as GðV ; EÞ. The set of sensor nodes is V , whereas the set of edges ðEÞ is obtained from the communication model, which was the UDG. This model induces many assumptions on radio links that are not realistic. Indeed, due to the nature of radio waves, the signal strength greatly decreases with the distance. We selected the lognormal shadowing model, described by Quin and Kunz in [14] , and transformed our UDGs into weighted graphs. The weight of each edge ðu; vÞ 2 E is equal to the probability of correct reception pðdistðu; vÞÞ for the two nodes u and v. In our simulations, we used an in [13] , as follows:
In this formula, is the power attenuation factor, x is the considered distance, and CR is the theoretical communication range of a node. This function assumes that the probability of correct reception for the range CR is always equal to PðCRÞ ¼ 0:5. Fig. 8 illustrates this function for ¼ 2 [13] .
We first combined this model with the ideal MAC layer. The obtained data did not differ (in their relative comparison) significantly from the case of MAC with collisions and UDG. This is because message losses occur similarly due to probabilistic loss or collisions. We then evaluated the protocols under both realistic physical and MAC layer assumptions. We have already conducted such experiments with an extended version of the AO variant [6] . We have also tested the three others, AW , AR, and AW R, along with TGJD. We only observed the impact on area coverage and on the number of active nodes.
As shown in Fig. 9 , the coverage provided by TGJD is nearly complete only for density 40 and then decreases for higher ones for 2SR CR. The retreat message of a node u may not be received by a node v, which had first received a hello message from u. After the retreating phase, nodes using TGJD have wrong neighbor tables. Then, as shown in Fig. 10 , many nodes decide to become passive, and the global coverage of the network thus decreases. This phenomenon is less visible in sparser networks, because the probability that a node finds a covering set of neighbors is lower. The decision to become passive is thus taken less frequently. Since these results are obtained for 2SR CR, the probability that two nodes whose sensing areas overall communicate is > 0.5. In case SR ¼ CR, the performance of TGJD are strongly negatively impacted.
Our AO variant outperforms TGJD but still generates a high percentage of active nodes (Fig. 10 ). An important fact is that for 2SR CR, protocol AW generates a similar number of active nodes as protocol AO. The gap between AO and AW enlarges with increased density. More collisions occur, and some of the withdrawal messages help nodes to learn about active neighbors whose activity message was lost. Nevertheless, the use of withdrawal messages could be counterproductive as they also participate in raising the communication overhead, thus leading to more collisions. Finally, variants using retreats (AR and AW R) help reduce the percentage of active nodes while preserving the coverage fully. AR should therefore be preferred as it induces a lower communication overhead.
CONCLUSION
Experimental results with the ideal MAC layer show that for a similar number of selected active sensors, our methods significantly reduce the number of messages to decide the status compared to an existing localized protocol where nodes send hello message followed by retreat messages from nodes before sleeping. We also consider message losses, induced by a MAC layer with collisions and/or a realistic physical layer, and show that the existing compared method, for dense networks, fails to cover the area reasonably with a connected set of active nodes (nodes may decide to sleep since some retreat messages are not received, creating coverage holes, and connectivity losses). Our methods, however, still remain robust in terms of high area coverage with a reasonable amount of active nodes and connectivity preservation despite message losses.
FUTURE WORK
Various improvements to the presented protocols are possible. We have shown here that activity-aware time-out functions could help extend the network lifetime. Improved versions of the time-out functions may also be considered in order to optimize the number of active nodes. The time out could therefore depend on a measure that corresponds to the size of the uncovered portion of a node's monitoring area. Nevertheless, we identified several problems with such computation. First, the exact computation involves computing the surface area of the uncovered portion of the monitoring area. To find this net area, the boundary of it is first found using a polynomial-time algorithm [11] . This algorithm finds, for each neighbor, the portion of its perimeter, located inside a given circle, that is not covered by other sensors. These portions then create the boundary of the region. In the second step [4] , the area of each net sensing region can be computed by calculating the area of the polygon formed by its segment sequence. The algorithm has sophisticated details. It is possible to estimate the size of the intersection area in several ways. One simple way is to consider a dense grid of points in the monitoring area and find out how many of them are not covered, using their ratio in time-out function. The problem with this approach is that the computation itself is time consuming; more time is needed for more accuracy. Also, sensors need to memorize uncovered grid points while waiting for more messages from neighbors so that the time out is related properly. Sensors may not have enough memory and time available for performing these computations. When SR ¼ CR, the computation can be simplified, since the perimeter of a covering circle may be used instead of the grid. The size of the uncovered portion of that perimeter is simple to compute.
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